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on television, books, and stereo equipment.
Ampersand is a national magazine published monthly then

distributed as an insert in college newspapers. That's good
news for you. Because for the first time there's a magazine
written exclusively for college students. Our articles are
written for your unique interests. We don't talk down to you '

and we won't put you to sleep. We challenge Reader's Digest to
make that claim!

Our goal is to make Ampersand the premiere entertainment
magazine . Our method? Short , pithy articles . Inside gossip .

Irreverent humor. No-nonsen- se interviews. We even plan to
stray slightly from the entertainment mainstream part of the
time to explore more exotic areas. Foreign films. Jazz. Classical
music and literature. Even cultural events(!).

We're going to be involved in the college scene. We'll be
sponsoring events like photo contests and community service
projects. We'll be publishing your contributions too: articles,
reviews, campus news, or even fiction. (Interested? See page
19.)

In short, Ampersand is your magazine. It won't help you
pass English Lit. But we think you'll like it.

Jeffrey A. Dickey
Durand W. Achee
Publishers

P.S. : In case anyone asks what an ampersand is, it's this:

The covet photograph of pott --songwriter musician

Tom Waits, lurking in our facsimile of a college dor-

mitory room, was taken in New York by Marilyn Sur-gi- l.

IVaits refused to smile; he knows college is serious

stuff (just see the college remarks from famous folk on

page 10). Or perhaps it was because someone had stolen

his favorite hat.
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